Quick Answers

1. What we do affects waterways.
2. Rain could wash them into waterways.
3. plants and animals in the water.
4. They remove oxygen from water.
5. garden waste
6. The rhyme makes it easier to remember.
7. He will discover an answer he has been waiting for.
8. He was dressed more carefully than usual.
9. She had just woken up and was still tired.
10. he really didn’t want to go out.
11. to persuade his mother that the shopping trip can be postponed
12. She is frustrated that Patrick has forgotten their plans.
13. strongly influence which products are bought.
14. make their own decisions about food and clothing.
15. aimed at children.
16. advertisements inform children about new products.
17. may need more research
18. to discuss different points of view about advertising
19. the writer is challenging a commonly held belief about cockroaches.
20. informal language.
21. give a definition of a scientific term used in the text.
22. produced unexpected effects on insects.
23. important and anticipated.
24. to see if it would be worthwhile meeting with Finn.
25. are aware that they must speak quietly to each other.
26. unsure
27. He is in a position of authority.
28. she was being questioned closely by Mr Lensky.
29. He wants her to reassure him.
30. Michael Nelson Tjakamarra
31. to explain the meaning of the painted symbols
32. secret-sacred places
33. Kalitjara
34. Tjuntyi, waterhole, Mt Wedge
35. celebration and transformation.
36. date posted.
37. musicians with a serious message.
38. greeno
39. The dream may be idealistic.
40. gembot
41. a desire to make the world a better place
42. Remembering differently from other people is a character defect.
43. not being able to tell feelings.
44. her general knowledge has improved.
45. keeping the conversation going 46. the problem with having a feeling memory.